Statements on Expected Benefits of the Cross-Strait
Collaboration Agreements on Meteorology and
Seismological Monitoring between ARATS and SEF
The Cross-Strait meteorological and seismological monitoring cooperative
agreements have been already completed the signing on February 27, 2014 in
the Tenth Round of Cross-Strait High-Level Talks between the Association for
Relations Across the Taiwan Straits (ARATS) of Mainland China and the
Straits Exchange Foundation (SEF) of Taiwan. The scope of the collaboration
includes: data exchange, exchange visits, and technology exchange. Expected
benefits of these cooperative activities are listed below:

The Cross-Strait cooperative agreement on meteorology
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Enhance the ability of timely awareness of imminent
severe weather systems for both sides and facilitate

Overall
expected
benefits

quick response in early warning operations.
2. Keep abreast of the most recent technological
developments for both sides through more frequent
formal visiting programs.
3. Through experience sharing to promote weather
operational capabilities of both sides.

The Cross-Strait cooperative agreement on seismological monitoring
Cooperative

Before the agreement

After the agreement
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data exchange As an earthquake occurs Seismological
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and visits to each other.
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capabilities for surrounding earthquakes and creates an
efficient communicating way especially useful during
massive quake’s occurrence.
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2. Promote mutual understanding of the current state of

expected
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development, create an amiable Cross-Strait relationship,
and enhance the reciprocity in interactions in the field of
seismology between the two sides.
3. A complementary interaction through the agreement will
contribute to advance the improvement in seismological
monitoring of both sides.

